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Ramey's Marketing Class Surveys
Central Workers' Shopping Habits
Mr. W. J. Ramey, head of the Marketing
Department, will present the findings of a recent shopping survey next Tuesday at a dinner
meeting of ttoe Puget Sound chapter of the
American Marketing Association.
PROFFESSOR RAMEY, assisted by nine of
his students, made the survey during winter
quarter to discover the shopping trends of employees in Seattle's multi-milliondollar downtown business area. The facts derived from 400
questionnairessent to various workers will provide information necessary to determine the
importance of the downtown area as a shopping center.
The survey, the first of its type in the area,
was administered at the request of the Seattle
Central Association, an organization composed
of business heads for the improvementof downtown Seattle.

Sodality to Sponsor
High School Meeting
Our Lady's Sodality will sponsor a conference for high
school sodalists on the campus April 29, 30 and May 1, according to general chairman Mary Ann Hoare. About 200 delegates
and 20 moderators from high schools in Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana and British Columbia are expected to attend the
conference.

The purpose of the meeting is "to increase the Sodalist's realization of his membership in Ch'rist's Mystical Body, and to
help him to discover how he can fulfill his roll as a member of
the Mystical Body."
FR. JAMES J. McQUADE, S.J., National Sodality Director,
shopping habits are and change the trend back
will be a guest moderator at some special sessions for the disto the central district.
cussionleaders on Saturday, April 30.
Some of the categories into which the colDISCUSSIONS will be led by delegates from Immaculate,
sex,
information
were
grouped
lected
was
Seattle Prep, Holy Names, Forest Ridge of Seattle, Bellarmine

marital status, income, method of transportaTacoma, St. Ann's Academies in New Westminster and Viction, and frequency and place of purchase of of
toria, B.C. and Vancouver College of British Columbia.
family clothing.
The topics are: Recruiting Members for Sodality, the ProEACH OF THE POLLSTERS, junior and
bation Period, the Interior Life, the Active Apostolate, and the
senior members of Mr. Ramey's market re- Ecumenical Council.
search class, personallyquestioned forty people
who were first notified by mail.
Other chairman of the conference are Dorothy Suter, Fran
AnnUrbano, a junior marketingmajor, con- Shanley, Marilyn Walter, Peter Rude and Barry Wilcox.
tacted employees of banks, insurance companies, and stock brokers. "The people were very
co-operative," Ann said. "They made us feel
like realexecutives."

| Holy Week Services

|

OTHER STUDENTS who participated in the
survey were Dennis Alley, Charlotte Belmont,
Tom Bily, Dick Brown, Janie Drong, Jim PurThe following is a schedule of Holy Week ceremonies at St.
vis, Mike Kirchoff and Norman Reed.
BUSINESSMEN FEEL that the trend away
James
CathedralandImmaculate ConceptionChurch:
from downntown shopping is due in part to the
The Wall Street Journal and Women's Wear
changing habits of shoppers. The association,
Daily will publish articles of the results of the HOLY THURSDAY:
through the survey, hopes to find what present
survey.
Cathedral: Low Mass— 5 p.m.
1
Solemn PontificalMass of Last Supper— 6 p.m.
Confessions following.
—
Immaculate:Low Mass 6 p.m.—
The law firm of Wettrick, Flood, O'Brien, Toulouse and LirSolemn High
chus donated $200 recently to the S.U. Law Club to sponsor an
— Mass 8 p.m.
Fragments, the literary pubConfessions 3 to 5 :30p.m.
essay contest inobservationofLaw Day, U.S.A.
lication
of
the
Creative
Writ"GOVERNMENT OF law,
ing club, will be on sale April GOOD FRIDAY:
g§7.
and not of men" will be the
19-22
in the Chieftainand Engsubject for essays. The contest
Cathedral: Tre Ore Noon to 3 p.m.
lish House. The cost will be
is open to all S.U. studnets.
Solemn Liturgical Service 6 p.m.
25 cents.
Papers must be turned in to
Confessions following.
The 32-page magazine will
— 2 to 3 p.m.
the office of the Dean of Arts
Immaculate: Passion and Way of the Cross
feature
the
Max
Shulman
—
and Sciences, in care of RoseElection board coordinator brand of humor in the short
Solemn Liturgical Service 6 p.m.
mary Jellison, no later than 2 Richard Quinn has set Wed- stories, serious and
Stations and veneration of the Cross 8 p.m.
humorous
p.m., April 25.
nesday, April 20 through Wed- poetry, and two fiction stories.
Confessions— 3 to 5:30 p.m.
Judging the papers will nesday,April 27, as filing time
Jack Wekell, Dennis Cantbe Nard Jones, chief editorial for class and Senate positions. well and Robert Smith edited HOLY SATURDAY:
writer for the Seattle P.1.; the Filing in the ASSU office will theissue.
Sister Melanie,C.S.J.,
Gathedral: Confessions 11 a.m. to Noon; 2to 6 p.m.; 7
Honorable F. A. Walterskir- close at 1:30 p.m., April 27.
Armstrong
Jack
and Chet Herto 10 p.m.
chen, King County Superior
—
CANDIDATES will be qual- ald are among the contribuEaster Vigil Services 10:15
Court Judge; and Charles P. ified for filing in accordance
— p.m.
designed
John
Vlahovich
tors.
Solemn PontificalMass 'Midnight
Moriarty, U.S. District At- with
—
the ASSU Constitution the cover.
Immaculate: Confessions 3 to 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 to 9:30
torney.
which states "Each candidate
p.m.
$50
$150
prize
First
of
and a
must be a third quarter memEaster Vigil Services
second prize will presented at ber of the class preceding the Pan Xenia to Hear
— 11p.m.
Solemn High Mass Midnight.
the Law Club annual banquet class for which he is a can- Trade Fair Talk
on May 1.
didate."
Members of Pan Xenia, for- EASTER SUNDAY:
A compulsory candidate eign trade fraternity, will hear
INDEX
Cathedral: Masses: 5:15, 6, 7, 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.,
meeting will be Thursday, a talk by Griffith Way at a
Page \
Book Review
Noon and 5 :30p.m.
29,
p.m.
April
at
1
in
the
conmeetingWednesday.Mr.
dinner
Page
4
Editorial
6:30, 8, 9, 10 and 11:30 a.m.
room,
according
ference
to
Immaculate:
Masses:
Way
will discuss the 9th anEngineers at Work
Pag* I
ASSU first vice president nual Washington State InterPag« S
Fashions
Holy
Communion may be received at Mass on Holy
NOTE:
Larrry Donohoe.
Page 4
Father Busty
national Trade Fair.
Thursday
and at the Liturgical Service on Good Friday,
Page 3
Hoffa and Monitors
The group will meet at 7:30
PRIMARY elections will be
but
not on Holy Saturday.
Page 7
Inside Lacrosse
5,
May
Ruby
Way,
Thursday,
with finals p.m. at
Chow's.Mr.
Page 6
Johnny O'Brien
The Archbishophas dispensed the faithful in the Seattle
Thursday, May 12.
a Seattle attorney,has traveled
Page 2
Junior Prom
archdiocese from abstinence on Holy Saturday. HowFinal election results will be in many of the 14 Pacific Rim
Page 4
Sounding Board
ever, Holy Saturday is still a fast day for those obliged
announced in The Spectator countries which will exhibit at
Speculating
Page 6
May
the
Trade
Fair.
to
fast.
Pag*
13.
Events
Z
Week's
Calendar

Law Club Tells Of Essay Contest

'Fragments Sale
Starts Tuesday

"

Election Filings
Open Wednesday

—
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'Moonlight Serenade Set
Prom Theme
For Junior
Prom,
Serenade,"

"—

Today

Wiatrak Given
$2600 Stipend

Week's Events

"" —
"
"
""
"
" —
""
"

Winifred Wiatrak, senior sotheme for the Junior
Women's Guild, 10 a.m., conference room
"Moonlight
ciology
major, has been asSodality Seminar, 7 p.m., conference room
May 6, will be carried out in the programs and decorasigned a Mental Health stipend
I.R.E. meeting, 8 p.m., Chieftain lounge
tions, according to Lee Eberhardt, publicity chairman.
from St. Louis University, acTuesday
cording to word received this
a.m.
p.m.
to 1
THE NON-CABARET DANCE from 9
Boeing speaker for graduating seniors, 10 a.m. noon, week from that school's direcin the Grand Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel will feature
Pigott 156
tor of the School of Social
Meeting for prospective Homecoming committee mem- Service.
the music of Jerry Gray and his "band of today."
bers, 1p.m., conference room.
T*he dorm girls have been given 3 a.m. leave for the event
The stipend is valued at
according to Miss Agnes Reilly, dean of women.
HONORED (iUESTS are the Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J..
Dr. Walter Moore, Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., Miss Agnes Reilly,

Fr. William Gill, S.J., Lt. Col. and Mrs. Michael Dolan, Lt. Col.
and Mrs. Norman Homer, Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Larsen, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Harmon, Dr. and Mrs. Charles LaCugna, Vincent Cazzetta,Dr. and Mrs. Robert Larson, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
O'Brien, Miss Mary Alice Lee, John Rowe and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Spiers. The Prom committee has also extended a general
invitation to all faculty members.
Dress for the occasion is formal with either dinner jackets
darksuits
for the men and formals for the women.
or

'Spectator' Imitates
Five Poll Winners
Five of the eight American
newspapers imitatedlast quarter by The Spectator were included on a list of the 15 best
dailies in the United States.
The selection was made by a
poll of all editors of dailies in
cities over 200,000.
THE EDITORS picked the
following of those papers imitated by The Spectator: New
York Times (first), St. Louis
Post Dispatch (fourth), Washington Post (fifth), Chicago
Tribune (ninth) and Kansas
City Star (eleventh). The
Christian Science Monitor and
Milwaukee Journal were rated
second and third.
The poll was conducted to
accompany a guide for students on how to read the local
newspaper.

Don "the Head Man"
Next Radio-TV Speaker
Don Hedman, KAYO disc
'ockey, will be the guest speak]" in the Radio-TV Today leerure series, Tuesday, at 7:30
p.m. in Pigott 452.
The local record spinner,
known on the air as Don, "the
head man," will speak on the
duties, rewards and problems
of announcing.
Hedman will be the fourth
speakerin the weekly series of
Jectures sponsored by the S.U.
department of journalism.

*

Attend
Meeting
Windy City

Fr. LeRoux

to

Fr. William F. Leßoux, S.J.,
tomorrow night to
attend a national convention
of the Society of Catholic Coliege Teachers of Sacred Doctrine in Chicago. Fr. Leßoux,
assistant professor of theology
here, is the chairman of the
western region for the society.
The meetings will be Monday and Tuesday in the LaSalle hotel in the windy city.
Fr. Leßoux plans to return
late Tuesday.

'will leave

Marine Interviews
The Marine officer selection
team will be in the Chieftain
Tuesday and Wednesday to interview applicants for the officer programs of the U. S.
Marine Corps.
Successful applicants are
commissionedupon graduation
and have the option of selecting their program, in either the
ground component or

aviation.

Hopcroft to Head
Engineers Group

-

'

Scabbard and Blade meeting, 7:30 p.m., conference room
Contemporary Topics, Clarence Abello speaking on "A
Growing Force in South America," 8:10 p.m., Pigott
Auditorium.
Don Hedman, KAYO, Radio -TV speaker, 7:30 p.m.,
Pigott 452
Wednesday
Boeing interviews, Pigott 156
April 22—
Faculty meeting, 5 p.m.. Pigott Auditorium.
Cement Mixer, Chieftain
April 25-26—
Mock political convention, U.W.

$2,600, $800 of which is withheld at the outset to cover tui-

tion. The remainder is disbursed during the ensuing
school year to cover living expenses.
Renewal for the stipend is
considered at the end of the
first year and isbased on work
completed, Winnie said.
She plans to go into child
welfare work after completing
her master's work.

Columbus discovers the
Winston Hemisphere

The results of the electrical

engineers election and essay
contest winners Were announced Wednesday by Bill Christensen, present chairman.

John Hopcroft, junior from

Seattle, was elected chairman

for next year with Harold
junior from Seattle,
Shakerley,
-

vice chairman, and Jerry

O'Hogan, junior from Seattle,
treasurer.

LLOYD GIBSON, senior
from Seattle, and Bill Christensen, senior from Idaho
Falls, won the S.U. elimination
contest of the annual National
Student Prize' Paper contest.
The two S.U. students will
enter their theses, "Horizons
and Landing Strips" and "Pattern Detection and Character
Recognition by Computers" to
compete Tuesday against the
winners from U.W.
THE WINNER at U.W. will
win $60 plus the right to compete in the regional elimination at Oregon State College
in Corvallis. Top prize at Corvallis is $100 and an expensepaid trip to Atlantic City, N.J.,
for the national finals.

>
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Easter recess begins with the
Day or Late Afternoon and Evening Classes Thursday, April 14.
Easter Monday is a holiday
from Day Classes only, which
will resume 8:10 a.m. Tuesday,
April 19. Late Afternoon and Evening Classes meet as usual Monday, April 18.
John E. Gurr S.J.
Academic Vice President

COMPREHENSIVE IN PHILOSO-

PHY. MAY 12
The philosophy comprehensive
for Spring Quarter will be given
May 12. Students taking the comprehensive must sign the list in
the registrar's office by April 29.
Only students who have completed their philosophy requirements
or who are taking the last one
this quarter are eligible.
A grade of 'B is required for
graduating* with honors; a passing grade is needed to receive a
degree.

Review classes in philosophy
will be conducted before the examination, beginning on April 25.
The complete schedule of these
classes with dates, times and
places will be posted on the bulletin boards.
It is expected that the
' students
will have reviewed thoroughly
and carefully the materials for
each course before each repetition
class. The instructors will be present primarily to answer questions and resolve difficulties.
Philosophy Department

"Flavor, Ho!" The Admiral Shouted

As He Sighted |filter-blend |
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good...like a cigarette should!
R. J. REYNOLDS
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Hoffa Still Blocking Monitors
By WALLI

ZIMMERMAN

Headaches beset the monitors of theInternational Brotherhood of Teamsters. Provisional President James R.
Hoffa is blocking their every
move to help—purge the union
of corruption and he's blocking it effectively.
HOFFA'S INTENT has been
to neutralize and, if at all
possible, put the watchdog
board out of business. His
legendary background of contempt for processes of law enforcement gives him a head
start in realizing this intent.
Twelve New York members
of tfie union (the plaintiffs)
originated a lawsuit in 1957
that led to the selection of the
monitors. Federal Court Judge
F. Dickinson Letts signed the
consent order establishing the
three-man board.
The group was designed to
bring financial order and democratic processes to the union
headed by James R. Hoffa.
At present they seem to be
finding it difficult to keep even
a semblance of order within
their own ranks.

the recommendation of the
Teamsters, announced his resignationlast week. JudgeLetts
recently asked the second
party, Lawrence T. Smith,
New York lawyer, to resign.
Smith succeeded Godfrey P.
Schmidt as a monitor for the
dissident group.
The tie-up between Schmidt
and Smith is a curious one,
involving the chairman of the
monitors, Martin T. O'Donoghue, Washington lawyer.
Smith nominally represented
the plaintiffs (12 New Yorkers who brought about the
monitorial system). Schmidt
served as counsel to the 12
until last week when a majority vote of th c New York
group ended the relationship.
He now represents the minority of anti-Hoffa plaintiffs.

being a "front of racketeers,"
as the union's representative
on the panel, a "policeman for
decency." Bufalino is the head
of Detroit Local 985, which
services jukeboxes and other
machines.

3

Married Student Leads
Busy Three-Fold Life

THE ANTI-HOFFA faction

seems to have speedily been

plowed underground. A majority of plaintiffs in the antiHoffa suit that brought about
the consent decree, under
which the monitors were appointed, have gone over to the
Hoffa side. Their request to
remove O'Donoghue because
he, of all things, wanted Hoffa
"out," is evidence enough of
this. Smith's about-face is another clear-cut example.

THE INSURGENTS have
never before demonstrated
such an affection for Hoffa.
question now is: "Does
SCHMIDT AGREES with The
RICK AND DONNA BADER relax with their two chilthis
chairman O'Donoghue that the price affection come with a dren, Carrie and Steven, in their Yesler Terrace aparttag?"
most important thing is to
These desertions from the ment.
"oust" Hoffa. Smith takes the
cause
of 'reform threaten to
By JAN KELLY
position that this would be ineffective because' Hoffa would undermine the monitors' very
Student,
husband,
operations.
and father is the three-fold life
merely be replaced by others
in the Teamster hierarchy and
Various happenings have of senior Rick Bader.
their operating practices would made it the decision of the
Majoring in industrial relations and personnel mannot change.
judge as to who will represent agement, Rick the student has achieved a cumulative
A few "loyals" are standing whom in the muddle. The de- grade point of 3.4 here since he entered in January, 1958.
by Schmidt, but the support of cision will determine whether
the majority is apparently Hoffa waves another flag of He had already attended College of Puget Sound after
victory or is removed, once graduating from Bellarmine High in1952.
TWO MEMBERS of the with Smith.
three-man board are resigning.
His future plans depend on the decision to accept art
Hoffa, forgotten but for a and for all, from the national
DanM B. Maher, serving on moment, figures all too promi- labor scene.
offered position with General Electric or enter graduate
nently in the Teamster conschool. He now works full-time for International Harfusion. He claims the labor reTHE BROTHERS OF form law of 1959 vested disvester. He studies between noon and 2:30 every day and
when he comes home from work at 9 p.m.
cipline of union officers in the
HOLY CROSS
hands
of
rank-and-file
memMany More
Need More
RICK AND DONNA were married in September of
bers.He harasses the monitors
Teaching Brothers with lawsuits and accuses them
Approximately 150 students 1956 while he was serving four years with the Marine
of
"dereliction
duty."
of
And
attended the "Opinions Any- Corps. He met Donna while at C.P.S. wfcere she was
High School and
he is more firmly in command one" discussion Sunday eve- training as an X-ray technician.
University Levels
of the union than when he ning at Marycrest Hall. The
Since their marriage, she has worked one summer at
For information contact:
won the presidency two-and- AWS-sponsored panel, under
CouVity Hospital and part-time occasionally.
King
one-half years ago.
Director of Vocations
the chairmanship of Gloria the
asked, "What do you do now?" Donna anWhen
Perhaps the biggest farce Fairleigh, included Larry DonBROTHER GILBERT BURKE, C.S.C.
swered,
all
was
ojioe,
Quinn,
proposal
of
Hoffa's
to
Dick
Jack
Mon"Take
care of my children." The Baders have a
NOTRE DAME HIGH SCHOOL
13685 Riverside Dr., Sherman Oakt, Cal. put one of his associates, rean, Rosemary JelHson, Joan girl, Carrie, two and a half years old, and a boy, Steven,
William Bufalino, accused of Petri and Jan Mallen.
8 months. Donna also likes to read and sew.
Although the audience was
The furnishings of the Bader apartment in Yesler
composed mostly of girls, conTerrace
do not include a television set. They agree that
versation and argumentation
it
would
be a distraction to Rick and Donna says, "I
spirited
point
was
and to the
about the pre-proposed ques- don't care if we ever have one. Too much time is wasted
tions. The fellows were not on mediocre programs."
about to take a back seat to
female opinion and the discusTHEY GO TO MOVIES occasionally and also play
sion received male1 and female cards with friends, but mostly listen to records at home.
opinions without hesitation.
They both manage the budget but the job of paying the
The formal discussion with
bills
is left to Rick.
the panel and Fr. Louis SauOne regret that Rick has is that he is unable to parvain, S.J., ended at 9 p.m. but
continued informally over cof- ticipate in student activities. He cannot afford the time
fee and cookies in the dining and feels he is neglecting a vital part of his collegeeduroom. The smaller groups cation. He does belong to the Philosophy Club and is a
ended their conversations at
member of Alpha Sigma Nu.
10:30 p.m.

ISO Attend
Dating Panel

..

.. ,the

CLASSIFIED

Amazing PERMAC
First in Seattle
Dry CleaningMachine

—

1 SHELTON waxer, complete
like new. See Jennie Mcßae,
Chieftain.

MASTER CLEANERS

HOUSEKEEPING room for $35;
1015 East Columbia.

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
1209 MADISON
MAin 4-6636

1 POLAROID camera, like new.
$85.00. See Virginia Oberholzer,
Chieftain.
SET OF ENCYCLOPEDIAS with
yearbooks 1952 to 1956. $40.00
set. See Virginia Oberholzer,
Chieftain.
DANCE TO THE MUSIC of Rorniy
Pierce Orchestra. "You name
it, we've got it." EM 2-7139 or
EM 3-6600.

Anachronism?
Not really.'Cause if Coke had been
aroundin Caesar's day, Caesar would
have treated himself to the sparkling
good taste, the welcomelift of CokeI
saw, I
Caesar's motto— "l came, I
conquered." Pretty good motto for
Coke too— the prime favorite in over
100 countries today1

FOR RENT:

Five-room duplex,
easy

completely furnished;

parking, nice yard, close to
campus. 409 Broadway, MA

j4OUJ&^.

MJmm&*&k
V#/7/!f/r9^V
lHSfc^«^W
BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottledunder authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Seattle, Washington

\S^**»»»-*.«Vi"*y

.""*-*"

'

II a.m. 2 a.m.

DICK'S DRIVE-IN
On E. 45th

2 BEDROOM upper duplex; twin
beds. Furnished. Three or four
young men. Near Broadway. EA
3-2867.

CAPITOL HILL, on c bedroom
court; redecorated. $79.50. KA
3-0392 or MA 2-7800.

FINE FOOD— FAST
On Broadway Off Olive Way

4-0347.

at Ist

N.E.

LARGE private room in private
home; meals and piano available; N. Broadway. Female.
EA 2-2930
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In the Balance

Editorial:

Bright Spots

it

"*

'Phenomenon
Of Man'

■

■

i

Spring and sunshine have not been the only bright
spots around Seattle University. We have noticed three
shining developments that indicate the students here
want more of the meaningful and less of the trivial.

VERONICA MILLER
The Phenomenon of Man is
one of the most controversial
and important books of our
day. To the intellectual work!,
the book presents a challenge
which cannot be lightly dismissed. It deals with man as
a phenomenonat the center of
a dynamic evolving universe.
The author, Pere Teilhard de
Chardin, S.J., was in his lifetime a distinguished biologist
and paleontologist. The Phenomenon of Man Jries to reconcile evolution with religion.
Teilhard's thought is 5 dynamic vision of a unified universe with man at its center.
To be understood, the vision
must be seen in all its clarity.
The few points which can be
presented here are, at best, inadequate. All beings, accord*
ing to Teilhard,have some deBy

A questionnaire circulated by The Spectator about
the imitation series showed that the most popular of the
series was the most serious the imitation of The New
York Times.

—

FRAGMENTS, the long absent literary publication,

will appear next week under an artistic cover with 32
pages of the best in student literary work.
The editors say that if sales go well, they will try to
publish more frequently next year. If we interpret the
present attitude of the student body correctly, Fragments will sell fast.
THE DISCRIMINATOR, a neat mimeographed publication of the Young Democrats here, has made three
appearances packed with thoughtful articles, good reprints and interesting letters. Newspaper competition
has disappeared in most cities. Anything that encourages more written expressions of opinions on worthwhile
topics merits applause.

—

—

WE THANK the students who filled inThe Spectator
questionnaire especially those who added profitable
comments; we look forward eagerly for the chance to
read Fragments; we add our applause and encouragement to the staff of The Discriminator.
A happy and holy Easter from the Spectator Staff.

gree, of consciousness; the

greater their complexity is,
the greater their correspond-

M. M. Davies

Sounding Board
For over a month Ihave
been quietly hoping that from
even a small group of Seattle

University students there

British Priest Recalls Past
By JUDY KING
Upholdmg the English tradition on campus is Fr. J. GerardBussy, S.J. Born and raised
in London, Father Bussy attended high school there and
entered the Manresa House, a
seminary, where he was ordained in 193b.
ALTHOUGH FATHER has
been here for many years, his
conversation is liberally
sprinkled with "British-isms."
When asked the traditional
question on the differences between the American and British people,Father replied,"We
Britishare reallyquite an emotional people, but we are
trained not to show it. Americans belie their emotions and
are much friendlier. I like
Americans for their lack of
reticence and for their generosity."
Recalling his war experiences, (Father was a chaplain in
the British army and was stationed in several countries including Italy and North Africa) he said, "It was always
easier to talk to an American
soldier than a Tommie.As soon
as the Americanfound out that
you were a priest he would
have pictures of his family or
girl friend out to show you.

The British soldier felt these
things were too personal to be
talked about with a stranger."

-

-

THE OPEN SECRET of
"less than friendly" relations
existing between Great Britian
and the United States was
brought up during the discussion of the war years. Father
blamed much of it on the fact
that many English people had
never met Americans in peacetime conditions and had only
the actions of the men in the
service to base their opinions
on. He shed more light on the
problem by saying that during
the war the American boys had
all the money because they got
paid higher, and could get the
first pick of everything. After
awhile taxis wouldn't pick up
anyonenot inan Americanuniform unless there was a policeman standing there becausethe
Americans tipped higher.
FATHER CONCLUDED
with the observationthat
Americans "certainly enjoy
spring more than we do. Isaw
a lass walking down the mall
holding hands with her date.
We never coonodle inpublic in
England. The only place for
that type of thing that wouldn't
be considered "beyond the pale"
is the very last row in the
theater."
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Review:

would come some sign of admiration for and encouragement to the Negro college students of the south in their efforts to be served at lunch
counters. But although Ihave
inquired, of a number of stuhave
dents at our University,I
found few who seem to feel
that any action by them might
be expected.

I
HAD SUPPOSED that this
were a phenomenonpeculiar to

Seattle University and had intended to write a letter to the
Spectator ask ing why this
should be so. However, this
week in the Jesuit weekly,
America, an editorial (written
Isuspect by a nationally emiinent, old and beloved Father
John LaFarge, S.J.) poses the
question to all students of
Catholic colleges and universities.He says, in part:
"A few weeks ago, one of our
contributors (a writer in
AMERICA) wondered about the
disappearance of young Catholic crusaders. Some readers feltFr. Andrew Greeley was too
pessimistic in his lament for
the vanished race of 'radicals.'
As we round out the second
month of protests by Negro
students in the South, his thesis seems firmer each day. For
surely now is one of those hours
when the men stand apart from
the boys.
"Though it hurts a bit to
admit it the men
and the
women, for that matter
are
stepping
forth from a Loyonot
la, Manhattanville,Notre Dame,
Georgetown, St. Mary's or Fordham. Instead, those who rise to
be counted in what promises to
be a major social crusade of
our new decade are the sons of
Eli and old Nassau and Vassar's
valiant daughters. This Review
(AMERICA) has not failed on
occasion to note some intellectual, social and moral shortcomings on the major secular
campuses of the country. Today, however, we wait to learn
from some sociologist or theologian or anyone what has
happened to a generation of
Catholic collegians. Why their
apparent reluctance to leave
semi-ivied halls, while the 'unredeemed' seek justice in the
land?
"Few students in Catholic
schools, we feel, disagree with
Florida's Governor Leßoy Collins when he terms it 'unfair
and morally wrong' to refuse
service to Negroes in one department of a store in which
they were invited to trade. Why
is it, then, that a few of them,
other than the student representatives of the Catholic university of America, feel constrained to show solidarity with

—

—

—

—

fellow students now under
pressure in the South for their
use of prudent, nonviolent
means of protest?
"Three decades ago, a reason
had to be discovered why
Catholic graduates felt so little concern over labor's battle
for its rights. Then, the failure
was blamed on the fact that
papal teaching about social justice had not yet reached the
Are today's students
classrooms.
waiting for someone to pass
word
that
the
another body of
Americans is marching for
justice' sake? 'Radicalism,' as
Father Greeley remarked, 'is
not a good in itself.' But a passion for justice is a good that
no man should deny himself.
Is It alive on Catholic campuses?"

When Gandhi, who was the
apostle of non-violent resistance, died, Einstein said in
grief, "We shall not see his
like again in a thousand
years." But perhaps we are
witnessing equal courage, fortitude and absence of vindictiveness. The neatly dressed,
well behaved Negro students
who sit quietly, not in good
restaurants but in the inelegant precincts of a Woolworth's Five and Ten Cent
store, asking to be served a
sandwich and a cup of coffee,
are persons of heroic stature.
To use a Biblical phrase, they
are beingmocked and scourged
and spit upon; they do not answer or strike back at their
tormentors;" they practice
Christian forbearance and
when they are jailed they sing
hymns.
WHY DOES THEIR CRUSADE arouse no fellow-feeling
and moral support from Seattle
University students?
It is.often repeated that the
advantage of a Catholic education is that it trains character
as well as the mind. What has
been the fruit of the famous
sixteen hours of theology and
twenty-six hours of philosophy
at our University? Is it only to
be able to define justice in precise Thomistic terms for a midquarter test in General Ethics?
PERHAPS PART of the

blame lies with us who teach
you. Have we made justice so

ing consciousness will be.
This complexity consists of
more than the material organization evolution, beings as a
"within" as well as a "without." Through evolution, beings tend to become more complex and develop greater consciousness. There are three
layers of being: the lithosphere, inanimate, or pre-life;
the biosphere of plant and animal life; the oosphere or the
total pattern of thinking organisms. When beings in one
state develop to the highest
point in that state, there is a
resultant tension and energy
which causes these beings to
make the crucial leap into the
next state. The oosphere now
is tending toward the final
state which is called "point
Omega."
"Point Omega" is God; the
end of the world and the final
union with God will take place
when human beings have
evolved to their ultimate perfection.
Many attacks can be leveled
at the book, but as is often the
case, the points singled out as
a work's greatest defects are
really its greatest merits. The
metaphysician can claim that
Teilhard has no right to come
to such "ultimate conclusions"
since they are philosophy'sprivate property; the scientist
can accuse Teilhard of using
empirical phenomena to construct a fantastic theory. But
the greatest worth of The
Phenomenon of Man is its brilliant synthesis of what seems
to be oppositepoles of thought
and human experience. ;
The existing dichotomy in
today's thought arises out of
the metaphysician's and the
scientist's jealousinsistence on
the autonomy of his separate
field and of its truth as the
best truth available. Since reality is one, the understanding
of it ought to be.one. Separate
perspectives are intended only
as means for the mind to reach
unity, not in preserving an
intellectual "split personality."
Teilhard, with his work, has
initiated a movement toward
this unity.

SPEC'S OF MAIL
Comment

Editor:
unimportant, the espousing of Dear
The
column "Sounding
noble causes so futile that you Board" recent
if continued will finally
so,
yourselves
do not bestir
? If
fulfill the need of the student io
then we share the responsi- express himself on his varied
opinions.
It also provides to the
bility for your inertia. But passive student
the information
surely you are the first college he should have to
be a part of
generation in history which Seattle University.
Please
continue the column if
has npt defined justice more
possible.
vividly than its teachers and at allAn
Interested Student "
which is uninterested in build>
R. L. Quinn
ing abetter world.
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And on the Third Day...
in the cool shadows of her garden and watched the birth of
the day. As the darkness softened, her eyes caressed the
things that were
ing the shabby sand into ir- familiar silent
so dear to her. Heir eyes rested
regular pyramids of translucent color. As the young day on the simple wooden bench
grew bolder, its shimmering carved so long ago by a child's
fingers of heat sped along the hands, hands she loved.
rutted "wagon tracks with the
The silence of the garden so
news of its coming.
THE YOUNG WOMAN sat sweet in the first hush of the

JUDY KING
Light from the new day
spilled over the lip of the sky
and into the valley,transformBy

OnCampus MttSfralman
(Author of "IWat a TeenageDwarf', "The Many
Lovu of Dobie GiOU", etc.)

COLLEGE: THE FOE OF EDUCATION
In your quest for a collegedegree, are you becoming anarrow
.specialist, or are you being educated in the broad, classical
sense of the word?This question is beingasked today by many
serious people— including my barber, my podiatrist, and my
little dogSpot— andit would be well to seek ananswer.
Let us examine our souls. Are we becomingexperte only in
the confined area of our majors, or does our knowledgerange
far and wide? Do we, for example,know who fought in the
battleof Salamis, or Kant's epistemology.or Planck's constant,
or the voyage of the Beagle, or Palestrina's cantatas, or what
Wordsworth was doing ten miles aboveTintern Abbey?
If we do not, we are turning, alas, into specialists. What,
then, can we do to escape this strait jacket, to broaden our
vistas, lengthen our horizons, to become, in short, educated?
Wellsir, thefirst thingwe must dois throwawayour curricula.
Tomorrow, instead of going to the same old classes, let us try
something new. Let us think of college,not as a rigiddiscipline,
but as a kindof vast smorgasbord, with all kinds of tempting
intellectual tidbits to sample and sa^or. Let us dive in. Let
our pent-up appetites roam and snatch where they will.

let mmmfeem&üb.
We willstart the day with a stimulating seminar in Hittite
artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biologyand spend a
happyhour with the mollusks.Then we will open our pores by
drillingwith the ROTC for a spell. Then we'llgo overto journalismandscramblea font ofBodoni. Then we'll go to themedical
school and palpate a few spleens. Then we'll go to home
economics and have lunch.
And betweenclasses we'llsmokeMarlboro Cigarettes. This,
let me emphasize,is not an added fillipto the broadeningof our
education; it is an essential. To learn to live richly and wellis
"n important partof education,andMarlboros arean important
part of livingrichly and well. Do you think flavor went out
when filters came in? Well,ha-ha, the jokeis on you. Marlboro,
with its Selectrate filter, delivers flavor in full measure, flavor
without stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled care derides;
flavor holding bothits sides.This triumph of the tobacconist's
ait comes to you in soft pack or flip-top box and can be lighted
with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing
two small Indians together.
When wehave embarked on this new regimen— or, more accurately,lack of regimen— we will soonbe studded with culture
like a ham with cloves. When strangers accost us on the street
and say, "What was Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern
Abbey?" we willno longer slink away in silent abashment. We
willreply loudand clear:
"As any truly educated person knows, Wordsworth, Shelley,
and Keats used to go the WiddicombeFair every year for the
poetry-writing contests and three-legged races, both of which
they enjoyed wildly. Well sir, imagine their chagrin when they
arrivedat the Fair in 1770 and learned that Oliver CroinweC
jittery because Guy Fawkes had just invented the spinning
jenny,had canceled all public gatherings,including the Widdi- ,
combe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was so upset that he
drownedhimself in the Bay of Naples, Keats went to London
and becameSamuel Johnson, and Wordsworth ran blindly into
the forest until he collapsedin a heap ten miles above Tintern
Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbing and kicking his
little fat legs. At length, peace returned to him. He composed
himself and, noticing for the first time the beauty of the forest
around him, he wrote Joyce Kilmer's immortalTreat
And
that, smartypant6, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles
cmmuuutm^a
above Tintern Abbey."

...

* * *

Poets andpeasantsalikeknoiti thatif youlike mildness but
you don't like filters, you can't do better than,Marlboro'*
companion cigarette Philip Morris.

—
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new dawn was lonely now, so
still, so empty
so lonely.

...

Her body drooped with a great
weariness as she rose to begin
her household tasks. As she
passed slowly through the garden she paused by the thorn
bush. The dew on its branches
was laced with dancing sunbeams and its ugliness held a
gentle beauty. She extended
her hand and touched its
thorns softly.Her smile erased
her weariness as she stood in
the morning sun lost in
thought.

A LOUD knocking brought
her thoughts quickly back to
the present. As she hurried
through the house she could
hear the clamor of voices and
impatient entreaties to be let
in. She had been expecting
them.

"He isn't there!" "He has
risen
He has risen!"

...

The woman turned from the
excited crowd for a moment
and. smiled a sad, secret smile.
Her visitor had come before
the dawn.

Mary touched her cheek
where her Son had lain His
torn hand.

Beauty Tips
FROM SANDRA TANAKA

Girls, are you still shopping
for that perfect spring outfit?
It is hard to find, isn't it? As
you know, the most expensive
dress cannot look chic on a
girl unless she, as an individual person, enhances it. To add
to the beauty of your wardrobe, here are some tips to
give you that springy, youthful
look; that is, if you haven't
got it already.
For wrinkled brows: Try
the well-known cream,
SWEETNESS of TEMPER.
It tones up the facial muscles, reduces wrinkles and is
very uplifting.
For the lips: Use the marvelous lipstick SILENCE. It
is particularly good for lips
that have been distorted by
uncharitable gossip.
For lovelyhands: There's
really only one preparation
to use. It is called GENEROSITY. Get a large size jar.
For facial tone: Expose
the face to the morning air,
especially between six and
eight o'clock. The air on the
way to Mass is especiallyrefreshing and uplifting.
For clear eyes: Faithful
care with that tried and true
protective preparation, MODESTY. For the best results
it is recommended that you
carry it with you wherever
you go.
Try them and see if you do
not experience the change
yourself. Favorable results are
guaranteed.

'and
Softness' Color
For Spring Fashion
By

SUE HACKETT
"A woman is a woman is a
woman," and she's even more
so this spring with the new
fashion silhouettes. The shapes
for spring of 1960 can be
summed up in the phrase
"new softness."

—

COLORS ARE MUTED— the
brightest coloris a powder blue
and the new bone is taking the
spotlight.
Bone, a very light subtle
beige, is combined with white,
browns, and can be contrasted
with other light pastels. This
is the most versatile and popular color for spring. There is
also a misty grey, a muted
olive green, and an important
navy. Navyis beingfeaturedin
spring suits and in "dressy"
dresses. It is the "basic black"
for spring.
The shirt-waist is as popular
this year as in former years,
but in new fabrics, new patterns, and in keeping with the
"new softness." Silk is the fabric which brings the classic
shirt-waist up to new heights
in fashion. Scarf prints, flurries of polka dots, flower arrangements makethese dresses
both versatile and "originallooking." The basic style is often modifiedby a widecowl or
shawlneckline or a "bell" skirt.
CHECKS INPASTEL colors
are seen everywhere in every
type of style and fabric. They
are seen in casual day-time
shirt-waists for school in pastel colors. Houndstooth check
is featured in the new "softer"
suit, in silk shantung for the
special "date" dress, and in
cotton knits for a casual cos-

ened jackets, cropped sleeves,
free-wheelingskirts. There are
some belted jackets on suits,
often in very subtlely-shaded
plaid and a pleatedskirt. This
is not the rule, however.
The suit jacket is an unusually short, gently-hugging
box type, with a soft collar set

wide from the neckline. The
skirt in this case is slim, but
not straight, often hip-pleated
—
for a more carefree 100k and
short.
Shades of bone, grey, navy,
black and white check, muted
green, and favorite pastels,
such as powder blue or cloud
pink, are very popular for
spring suits and can be combined with one of the new hats
which "standhigh," or popular

large berets.

ti

EVENING WEAR brings in
a few more spring colors than
the muted colors of the suit or
dress. The colorsare very soft:
ice beige, green ice, violet ice,
and white. They
all seem to
"
convey one idea— "coolness—
refined and beautiful.
The sheath also is softened,
often with the waist pleats that
both accentuate and minimize
a woman'swaist-line.It follows
the trends of the suit and shirtwaist in color and fabric.There
are here, in addition, rayoncotton and arnel cotton blends.

NEW SILHOUETTES in the
spring coat are seen in the
long-stemmed, very slim coat,
and in the reefer. The latter
has a smooth outline with a
molded bodice and waistline,
but a gently flared skirt.
All of this again is summed
up in the phrase "new softness." It is the feminine aptume.
proach to fashion which makes
The spring suit features a woman more of "A woman is
these new dimensions: short- a woman is a woman.'' \

—

Sacred Art Seen in Loyola Chapel
By SANDY TANAKA

Various articles grace the

chapel of Loyola Hall, each,

because of their careful selection, add to the bliss of the
place. Entering the chapel, one
cannot help but notice the gorgeous altar hewn out of marble from the quarric s of

France.
The same kind of marble
provides a magnificent background for the altar, enhancing the splendor of the place
in a tranquil way. Covering
almost the entire wall, this
type of marble, with its intermingling of red-orange and
gray, is called "Rouge De

France."

BESIDES THE INTERIOR

of the chapel, the objects used
in the various devotions are
just as beautiful. Looking at
them, one does not see them

merely as decorative pieces,
but also for their purposes.
Especially impressive is the
monstrance. This type of monstrance, called "Our Lady

Presenting the Eucharist," is
world famous. It was originally created by a famous
French designer for Notre
Dame of Paris.
THIS MONSTRANCE was
acclaimed by all the clergy
and episcopal authorities of
France. Urged by his many
American admirers, the artist
redesigned the base to be appropriate for their use. Now it
can be seen in a number of
churches and chapels throughout the United States, among
them the chapel in Loyola

Hall.

But perhaps the thing of

greatest interest to the stu-»
dents at S.U. are the twelve
stained-glass windows, which

are rather unusual as well as
magnificent.Each picture of a
holy figure bears the seal of
one of the many major Jesuit
colleges and universities in the
country. These rather large
seals are created in detail and
give all the pictures a sense of

coherence to each other.

|
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S.U.s basketball team will get the word in and
around April 25 as to the decision of the NCAA with regard to the Chieftains' two yearprobation. There is little
doubt that S.U. will not come out smelling like a rose
(without malice towards the school across the swamp).
Athletic director Eddie O'Brien stated that the lifting of the ban would just be a formality. At that time,
the Chiefs will be eligible to appear as a free agent and
participate in the Far West Regionals.
When S.U. was first placed on probation the provisions were that when the probation period was over, the
Chiefs would only be eligible to go in the NCAA Playoffs
as a mid-west representative, but this has since been
changed.
IN AN INTERVIEW with Eddie O'Brien this week,
this writer learned that a total of seven athletes were
declared scholastically ineligible this year. Considering
years in the past, he felt the situation is improving.
O'Brien explained that S.U. follows the rules set by
the school and the now extinct Pacific Coast Conference.
He mentioned that a team could play all its games with
ineligible men but could not enter NCAA tournaments
with ineligibleplayers. The school gives athletes a certain amount of leeway during the first two years, but
cracks down as the years progress.
DON OGOREK RECEIVED the nod this week from
the Cincinnatti Royals that he was a fifth round professional basketball choice. When Don was approached on
the matter he said that the report just gave the Royals
possession of his contract in case he signs with a pro
team. Actually, Don would prefer to try out for a team in
the National Industrial loop.
The 'Ox' played two games over the last weekend
as a guest of the Cleveland Pipers in Indianapolis and
Cleveland scoring 22 and17 points.
The major league baseball season is just two days
old and fans are marveling that players who hit home
runs in the first game of the season are already one game
ahead of Babe Ruth's record 60 home run pace in 1927.

Sailing Club
The S.U. Sailing Club will
meet at 8 p.m. in Liberal Arts
219 Wednesday, April 20. Members are asked to bring small

pieces of rope for knot-tying
instruction.

NOTICE TO

SENIOR MEN
STUDENTS
complete

If you require funds to
your educotion, apply to
the undersigned

STEVENS BROS.
FOUNDATION INC.
610-612 Endicott Bldg.
St.Paul 1, Minn.
Phone CApital 2-5184

Spectator Reporter Relates:

Johnny '0' Is in Town 2 Weeks Early
By R. LEO PENNE
Johnny "O" is back in town,
happy, but wishing that it was
two weekslater.

sprained ankle
is th c reason
for his appearance in the
blustery northland midway
in theRainiers'
spring training. He received the injury
when his cleat
caught in the
turf while he

TO BOLSTER UP the in-

field, weakened by Johnny's
absence, the Rainiers have re-

called Harry Malmberg. But
Bill Haines will probably take
over the second base slot left
vacant by O'Brien's mishap.
If the Rainiers can get any
mileage out of their mound
staff, Johnny feels thathis club
is good enough to go all the
way as they have shown that

Three Rcrinouts
Three days of continuous
rain led to tHe postponement
of the Washington-S.U. baseball series. Monday's game was
rescheduledfor Wednesday but
Husky mentor Dale Parker announced that wet grounds at
Graves field prevented play.
Coach Eddie O'Brien said
that the games will be scheduled later in the season.

#^
«
i

JOHNNY

was sliding
O'BRIEN
into third. He
returned to Seattle to consult
with team physician, Dr. Hutchinson.

they have the power in spring
training.
PERSONALLY, JOHNNY
feels that he would have been
in good shape for the opener
and his hitting was coming
along right on schedule. He
was particularly anxious to get
off to a good start this season
as he has been looking forward
to playing before Seattle
crowds for some years.
Johnny estimatesthat he will
be out of action for about
three weeks. This means that
he will miss the opener and
also the first series of away
games. He would like to get

into action on April 29, when
the Rainiers swing back for
their home opener but he isn't
banking on it too seriously.

JOHNNY, WHO lives and
works in Seattle in the off-season, plans on pursuing his baseball career from season to season and has no long,range
plans. He has been satisfied
with his life in baseball and
particularly welcomes the
chance to play every day for
Seattle.
While in Seattle he's looking
forward to seeing brother Eddie's Chieftains play.

Varsity Golfers Win Opener
S.U.s varsity golf squad opened its season' Tuesday with an
impressive 14-4 victory over Pacific Lutheran University at
Parklandgolf and country club.

Frequent rains and winds of
up to 40 miles per hour hamperedplay in Tuesday's match.

FOIJR OF S.U.s team broke
par with Eddie Pearsall, Bill
Warner and Deßoss Kinkade
leading the pack with three under par67's. Pacific Lutheran's
Gary Hovey also fired a 67.
BryanCopp finished with a 68
while Bob Johnson and Gary
Galbreath fired 72 and 73 respectively.
The six man team finished
with a total
— of 414 for the 18
hole route six under par.

Netters to Start
Collegiate Play
S.U.s tennis team will begin its initial inter-collegiate
match of the season against
Western Washington College
at Bellingham Tuesday.
The Chieftains defeated
Western last year by a score
of 4-3. Western's outstanding
player is Chuck Betrand, a
former high ranking player
from Spokane. Western's netters are a strong contingent
with most of last year's team

-

COACH TOM PAGE and his returning.
divot diggers tangle with UniS.U. LOST TWO lettermen
versity of Portland and Port- from last season, but will be
land State this weekend.
bolstered by returnees John
Tuesday's point results: Curran, Vie Reynolds,Carl GilJohnson, y2 ; Copp, 3; Pearsall, len and newcomers Jiro Su3; Galbreath, 3; Warner, 3; guro, Mike Dowd, Stan StrichKinkade iy2
erz and Larry Lowery.

.

ATTENTION

Senior Women
<^i 7 Graduating
'

sMk

nc Others Leaving School

TB 1

Career Jobs Await You
with

PACIFIC TELEPHONE-NORTHWEST
Carol Yurkanin ... Recruiter ... will be on Campus
APRIL 21st from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at LOYOLA HALL
to talk to you about Service Representative Positions
That's what a career in life insurance sales, leading to sales man-

agement, could prove to be— if
you'relooking for a job with limitless opportunities. Without any

investment of capital on your
part, you can be in business for
yourself. And there's no ceiling
on your potential income
Our booklet, "Career Opportunities", is yours for the asking.
Just phone or write us.

MIKE BUCKLEY
1101 E. Spring

EA 3-4966

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

and to tell you why

PACIFIC TELEPHONE-NORTHWEST
IS A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

Please' Sign Up For Interviews at the Placement Office
LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING
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Baseball Participation

Sports Feature

Confused Co-eds

Two Canadians Give
Insight On Lacrosse

Create Controversy
By LEO PENNE

By JERRY EVANS

In the United States today, lacrosse is becoming a
familiar sport from Florida to New England and west to
the campus of Ohio State University.
It is only natural that it is a
—
popular off season diversion and field lacrosse. Box lacrosse
played on a maple floor
for football and hockey players is
in the same buildings
like tokeep in shape.Here usually
hockey occupies durice
might
that
one
campus
ithe S.U.
aye seen young men carrying ing the winter. There are two
teams, six men on
hat looked like broken-down well-padded
side, who try passing the
■nnis rackets. Those were, as each
the

With that annual anathema, baseball, fast descending upon the known civilized world, we feel that it is our
moral obligation to prepare the fairer sex for this stumbling block in their relations with man.

-

Iho

ardent lacrosse fan would ball back and forth with
stick, to throw it into a net
"sticks' with which at
the opposing team's goal.
le game is played.
FIELD LACROSSE is played
THIS WRITER set out to on a football field and usually
nd just what these men were has more players on each side
>ing after they got down to and larger goals at the ends
olunteer Park. After watch- of the field. The referees have
g an impressive display of just as much trouble getting
inning and slashing at a little players off the field for penalhite ball, two of the players ties as they do inside.
ere .asked just what the obMike, who has seen several
ct of all the excitement was. professional games remarked,
Mike Guichon and Paul Ross, "You can imagine the confuboth Canadians, explained it sion on the floor when a dozen
this w^y: Lacrosse is played mcVi start running in different
with netted sticks and a hard directions sending the ball
rubber ball. There are two through the air with enough
types of the game, box lacrosse force to knock a man out if it
hits him." Mike went on to say
that he liked lacrosse better
than hockey but usually the
latter gets "too wild."
1
PAUL HATS seen many
games and participated in local skirmishes at home. Paul
explained that lacrosse originated in the camps of the Canadian Indian, who played it with
a fervor unexcelled anywhere
today. It seems they used to
choose teams from two rival
tribes and number was no object.
The game was played over a
four or five mile area and of
course there were no referees.
Opponents often forgot the
game to engage in small ambushes and noisy scalpings.
ly

iow, the
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Joe Sheriff's
Richfield

MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

-

11th & E. Madison

M

DON CARLSON
Probable Starter

After years of listening to
pated blondes being embarrassed for the poor umpire
who has lint on his suit, we
feel that it is timefor a change,
(pun) To end the quandary of
one confused little co-ed, "No,
Intramural co-c hairman
a double does not cost any Johnny Kootnekoff this week
single,
more than a
and you said that Friday, April 22 is
definitely do not get a free the deadline for entries in the
single with each home run."
first spring track meet. The
NOW THAT this has been entry blanks must be turned
resolved, let us consider con- in before 2 p.m. in Pigott 561.
duct at a ball game. To begin
Organizations may have
with, please make every effort representative teams or indito keep away. If this is im- viduals may compete "unatpossible we implore you to re- tached." Each person may
main silent. Since we realize compete in three individual
that this is a hollow plea, the events (one field and two runbest we can do is give you a ning events or vice versa) and
few choice phrases that will en- one relay only.
able you to get into the action
and also make people aware of
FOUR PLACES will be scoryour beautiful, baseball bat
ed in the separate events,
print, blouse.
awarding 5, 3, 2 and 1 points
When the umpire yells, "Play respectively.
ball," you screech loudly and
The men's track events will
shrilly. We haven't the slightest idea why, but it seems to be be: 60 yard dash, 440 run, 880
yard run, mile; 440 and 880
required.
yard relays. The field events
WE SUGGEST that your are: the shotput, broad jump
next utterance be a vociferous and high jump.
"Booo"when a player from the
team you are rooting for is
THE WOMEN'S events are:
called out. Anticipating your
yard dashes, the
next question, it seems that 160 and 60
jump,
baseball throw
broad
probably
the
flipping a coin is
- yard
most efficient way of determin- for accuracy and 440
relay.
ing which*is your team.
Kootnekoff stated that if
Now we may meet some opposition to this final directive there is enough interest, more
but we heartily feel that the events will be featured such as
next time the girl should be the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
heardis on the way home when The first meet is a warm-up
she finally gathers up enough for two others which will follow in May.
courage to ask, "Who won?"

addle

Falcons, Vikes
Next for S.U.
The S.U. Chieftain's baseball forces travel to Portland State College Saturday lor a double header before they.encounter Seattle
Pacific Tuesday,April 16.
S.U. defeated the Vikings

in a double-header last year.
Portland State compiled a 105, record last season and finished second in the Oregon
Collegiate Conference standings.
THE LOSS of three all-conference players has left Portland State with ten returning
lettermen in the lineup.
SEATTLE PACIFIC, the
Chiefs' next opponnent, will
probably lead with their top
veteran pitcher, John Knaplund. Backing a strong mound
staff the Falcons also have a
solid lineup with plenty of hitting potential.
Under their new coach, Dick
Kamm, SPC has had some
early season winning troubles.
So far they've been able to salvage victories in only two out
of seven.. These came against
Central Washington College of
Education. One of the surprises of the season was the
Falcons close loss to the U. W.,
5-4.

Special Shipment of Diamonds

GIL'S HAMBURGERS

1001 E. PINE
Gil's first in Seattle with 19c Hamburgers
24c Cheeseburgers
BEVERAGES PIZZA FISH & FRIES
And Now Featuring Colonel Sanders' Recipe

arrived this week.

FRANK KIEFNER JEWELER

G
F
T

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Discount to S.U. Students

Greeting Cards, Gifts

Spring Shoe

and Infant's Wear
=___=__=

1219 MADISON
U/lICAM'C
W ILdVSiN D Near Campus & Marycrest
For Your

SPRING SEMESTER 1960

-

-

FOR EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
COME IN TODAY

512 Broadway N.

Track and Field
Events Announced

Convenience, We

awaiting your

Gift Wrap and Mail Gifts

\B 'mk

Institute of European Studies ar-

ranges Engliih taught courses

through the University of Vienna. Emphasis on learning German. Students
live with Austrian Families, take
meals at the lES student center.
Three Study Tours through 8 countries when the University v not in
session.
S'j MONTHS INEUROPE $1395
Price covert round trip ocean travel,
room, board, tuition and study tour*.
SAILING: Moatdom, Feb. A, New York
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Dec. 10, 195?
for further infot motion, writ* to:

INSTITUTE OF
EUROPEAN STUDIES
Chicago 1

35 E. Wacker

SEND THIS COUPONFOR lES

BULLETIN

| LUIGI'S PIZZA I
i|

name

address
city

tone

state

i

SPECIALIST IN ITALIAN FOOD

orders to go
718 PIKE STREET

MA 4-6313

i|

the wide selection
and reasonable prices
at

REGAL SHOE SHOP
.

..

310 PIKE

FREE
5.95 Esquire shine kit complete with
year's supply polish with purchase of
REGAL SHOES

THE SPECTATOR
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Engineers Philosophy:
WorkNow,Play Later

Thursday,April 14, 1960

Fr. Bussy Leads
Philosophy Group
The twelfth annual meeting
of the Northwest Conference

on Philosophy will be in the
Student Union building April 23.
Philosophy teac hc rs and
students from Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and
British Columbia will attend.
Fr. J. Gerard Bussy, S.J., professor of philosophyhere, will
succeed Mr. John DeLucca of
Washington State University
as president.
Some of the philosophical
topics to be discussed at the
conferences are: A Study of
Kant's Ethics, Mach and the
History of Science, and An
Argument Against Epistemological Dualism.

to get a quorum together
to get this egg project going."

"I just can't seem

Cement Mixer...Putsie, Putsie
stag

High quality taped music he said. The
dance is
will highlight the "Cement sponsored by the engineering
Mixer," 9 p.m. to midnight,
council and is under the direcApril 22, accordingto Dan Zimtion of the four engineering
sen.
presidents.
cents,
will
be
50
clubs'
Admission

Secretaries Needed

Two positions for executive

secretaries for spring quarter
are available, announced Sam

Brown, ASSU president.

Do\buThinkfbrYburself?
(DIG THIS

ENGINEERING STUDENTS. Les Lorang,left, and Larry
Roediger, right, put their heads together to work out a
tough assignment.
By JIM HARNISH
only
A large segment of S.U.s population, known to many the
in
students
enrolled
crowd,"
are
carrying
"brief
as the
case
school of engineering.
strange
These big "E" majors are sometimes dubbed as a
reason
we
body.
For
this
of
the
student
lot by other members

picked five engineeringmajors at random to get a peek into the
livesof these student specialists.
LARRY RODEIGER, a fifth year graduating senior in civil
differengineering from Wenatchee, felt that there is no basic
state, howHe
did
and
other
students.
engineering
ence between
ever, that engineers are required to take 220 hours for graduation compard to 196 for most other majors.
The difference in hours plus the fact that the courses required for engineers are considered more difficult, account for
the seemingly hibernating attitude of this group.
LARRY FIGURED that five hours a day is the average
minimum amount of time he devotes toward his studies.
When asked about the social life of engineers, Larry stated,
"Taking a heavy quarter for example, Friday and Saturday
nights are spent in study."
ELMER SITTER, junior mechanical engineer from Yakima,
'ever
took time out from his books to say, "It seems that all I
do is study."
Explaininghis statement Elmersaid that he works 12 hours
a week, sleeps five hours a night and the rest of the clock is
spent in studying.
"I take Saturday off, for relaxation,"Elmersaid.
HE POINTED OUT that most engineers who work partsometimes a
time carry a load of about 13 hours. Even this is spent
on one
tough grind, especially when over an hour can be
problemin a course such as dynamics.
Commenting on the little timeengineers have for social life,
Elmer stated very logically, "If Iput in five years of hard work
now,I'llhave40 yearsfor entertainment."
Dan Riley, senior in civil engineering from Seattle stated,
"Engineers are probably the only students Who have to put in
two hours of homework for every hour in the classroom."
THIS IDEA OF ENGINEERS' being an unsociable crew
could be based on the fact that they have so many technical
courses they don't come into contact with the majority of

students.

Ray Sandegren, sophomore civil engineer from Tacoma, said

on studies a night,
that although he puts in three to five hours
weekends.
bowling
on
the
for
a
little
does
findtime
he
from TaDICK ZIMBRICK, freshman mechanical engineer
night
on stuload,
spends
two
hours
a
a
19
hour
carrying
coma
dies As Dick explained it, "I am not really into the engineering
problems that take the time, but Iam getting a basis for the
,
.
tougher work."
,
Summing up the statements of these five engineers, these

so called "book worms" are not an abnormal segment of S.U.
students but a devoted groupof future engineers.
The sacrifices these students are making duYing their years
up the slack
in the brick building next to the Chieftain will takecountry.
in the need for engineers to develop and defend our

KAUFER
CO.
CATHOLIC GIFT

HEADQUARTERS
1904 FOURTH AYE.

QUIZ AND SEE WHERE* YOU RATE*)

The statement "It'sthe exceptionthat proves therule"
is (A) a lame excuse for dumb rules; (B) an argument for
doing what you please; (C> evidence of a healthy disrespect for absolutes.
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You'vejustmet a girl whose That's why they usually choose Viceroy.
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a date at once?
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"Aren't you lucky you
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nd out
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A rich uncle offers to give
you his big, expensive yin-
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sports car,

They've found the filter'sso good Viceroy
can use richer tobaccos for better taste.
i
s this why' they say, "Viceroy has 'a
thinki"g man s filter " " " a smoking n s
taste"? Answer to that one is: Change to
Viceroy and see for yourself!

"

*lf you checked (C) in three out of four
questions, you're swift on the pickup, and you
redy think for

(B)
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u broke maintaining it?
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A manufacturer asks
to pick the kind of filter
cigarette heshouldmake to
win the most smokers.
Would you recommend (A)
you

.
r*j

a/ftMpßv^ makessmokers think it has
a stronB filter? (B) a ciga/f
rette ww t 1 a strong taste
\ wA"j^
Si effect? (C) a cigarette with
a filter so good it allowsuse
of richer tobaccos?
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ontheirown judgment— notfadoropinion.
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Smokers whothink forthemselvesdepend
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The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
01900, Brown*WilliamsonTobacco

Corp.

